Name: __________________________

Breaking Current Events: Paris Bombings 11/13/15

1. What events happened SPECIFICALLY in Paris on Friday night? (There are multiple events that need description)
2. Who has claimed responsibility for these attacks. Who are they? What do they believe/want? What specific attacks are they responsible for? Where are they based in the world?
3. Why would they attack France? Paris?
4. What have the French authorities done so far? Have there been arrests?
5. Who is Abdelhamid Abaaoud? Why is he important to this story?
6. What has the French Government or French Military done in response to the attacks?
7. What should they do in your opinion?
8. How has the world reacted to this event specifically? (Military actions, leader quotes, etc....)
9. How did NFL quarterback Aaron Rodgers of the Green Bay Packers react to Anti-Muslim slurs that were shouted in the moment of silence before the game? Do you agree or disagree with his comments and why? (Link)
10. Should there be a global response to this? Is the United States obligated to respond as a global leader in the fight against terrorism?
11. What was the Charlie Hebdo attack?
12. What questions should be asking about this bombing to make the appropriate response?
13. What do you think will happen in the coming months as a response to these terror attacks?